Getting Started

This sections hows your how to open and register for Samsung Music Hub

1. Press the icon to launch Samsung Music Hub.

2. After launching Music Hub you will receive a dialogue screen.

3. After pressing OK you will then be presented with the following screen.

   If you are an new user, press the “New User” button. You will then be presented with the registration screen. Answer all the questions and when completed, Login.

   If you are not connected to a WiFi network, you will be presented with this warning.

   Press OK to continue

   Once the registration has been completed all you will need to do is press the Existing User button and if you selected “Remember Me” your access will be immediate.
Navigating through Music Hub

Samsung’s Music Hub navigation menu allows you to go from section to section with ease.

1. On any screen on the Music Hub app you will find the top navigation.

2. Let’s take a closer look at the main navigation.

- **Pressing the Music Hub icon anyway on the app will take you back to the home page.**
- **Discover:** Press here to discover New Music, Chart Albums, Genre’s etc.
- **Playlists:** Press here to display your saved playlists.
- **Cart:** To be used for future purchasing capabilities.
- **Search:** Press here to search for your favourite music.
About the Discover menu

The Discover menu is your place for new releases and your music recommendations.

1. The Discover menu has six sections.

2. Let's take a closer look at the Discover menu, click the icon the sections screen.
   - **Charts Tracks**: Contains the highest rated chart tracks.
   - **Charts Albums**: Contains the highest rated chart albums.
   - **New Releases**: Contains New Release singles.
   - **Popular Artists**: Contains music by the most popular artists.
   - **Genre**: Contains music by the most popular artists.
   - **Collections**: Contains the highest rated chart tracks.
Creating & saving Playlists

Playlists can be built from the selection of 3 million tracks available. There is a maximum of 200 tracks per playlist, but, for Samsung GALAXY Smartphones & GALAXY Tablets a maximum of 500 tracks only, can be sync'd at any one time.

This 500 track maximum can be made up of any number of playlists.

To add a track to Play Pit or Playlist it is better to have that playlist loaded, then the track is automatically loaded to that playlist just by selecting this icon next to the track.

“Play Pit” is the default Playlist. You can use this to listen to music and to build the playlist you want before renaming and saving.

You are able to add complete albums by selecting Add Album.
Syncing playlists for offline use

Playlists are saved “to the cloud” and can be accessed offline by any compatible Samsung Device on a current subscription after syncing to the device.

1. To “sync” a playlist to your mobile device to your mobile device so you can listen “offline”. To do this, a “long” press is required to show the following menu.

2. Press “Sync Playlist on Device”.

Playlists that are not synched to your device display a red icon next to them.

As the playlists syncs to your device, the icon will turn “yellow”**, once the sync is completed it will turn “green”.

**Note: Playlist sync is only possible via a WiFi connection. If connected to a 3G network, you will be advised that the Sync will not start until in a WiFi zone where you have connection rights.
Using Music Hub offline

Samsung Music Hub™ can be used in an offline mode. This is automatically initiated when there is no 3G or WiFi network detected for connectivity.

1. "Offline mode" can also be selected at any time by pressing the menu key, displaying the following menu screen.

2. You can return to "Online mode" by pressing the return key. You are also given the option of exiting the application.

If you have Playlists “sync’d” i.e. saved to the device and displaying the “Green” icon then you will be presented with the display as seen to the left when you first start Samsung Music Hub™.

This also works when the device has been set to “flight mode”.
Listening to saved or sync'd playlists

To listen to a Saved or Sync’d playlist, it firstly needs to be loaded into the player.
See “Creating & saving playlists” and/or “Syncing Playlists for offline use.”

1. “Long Press” on the playlist you want to listen to and you’ll be presented with a drop-down box. Select “Load Playlist”.

2. Press “Load Playlist”.

A saved Playlist will look like this when loaded. These Playlists are stored in the cloud.

A sync’d playlist will look like this. The “Green” icon lets you know that you have loaded a sync’d Playlist.
Using the search function

Samsung Music Hub™ has an intuitive search function, as you type, it searches the database and presents you with results it thinks you are searching for.

1. When searching as you type different suggestions are offered that closely match what has been typed.

   - Lad
   - Moonlight Lady
   - Lay, Lady, Lay
   - Wagoner's Lad
   - Lady Dice featuring Kedash & Wr

2. Touch your match and you will be shown the listing of albums matching your criteria.

   - Lady
   - Lady Gaga
   - Lady & Bird
   - Lady Is A Tramp (Glee Cast Versi
   - Lady Fantastic
Using the player controls

Playing music and navigating through Artists, Albums and playlists is easy with the player and playlist controls.

Current playing track & artist name.

Current loaded Playlist name.

Selecting ‘Playing’ will Display/Hide the current Playlist timeline.

For Playlists that are streaming from the “Cloud” the timelines are presented like this.

For Playlists that are “sync’d” and playing from the device, the timeline is presented like this with a “Green” icon to make it easy to identify.

In all timelines the current playing track is bordered in “Blue”
Viewing additional artist information

If you are requiring more information on a particular Album or Artist, just press The Album cover art to scroll through similar artists and the current artists discography.

Pressing the *album art* will bring up an alternate information screen.

1. Pressing the *Album Art* once more, you are presented with a list of similar artists.

2. Press the *Album Art* once more and then you are presented with the “discography” of the artists, namely a list of all their albums.

For further information on the artist, simply press “*information*” and then a text box scrolls up and you are given information on their history etc.
Other information screens

When you press the phones “menu” button the following is displayed.

1. The Menu has six options.

2. Let’s take a closer look at the Menu options.

   - **Help**: Takes you to the Samsung Music Hub help section.
   - **Account**: Press here for account information such as email address and subscription finish Date and device de-authorisation.
   - **Logout**: This logs you out of your account.
   - **Offline Mode**: Press here to take the Music Hub application into “offline mode”.
   - **Preferences**: Press here to set-up 3G use and to confirm how much Storage space you have available.
   - **Quit**: Press here to “Quit” the Samsung Music Hub application.
Navigation on the smaller Galaxy range

The application interface is changed slightly for the GALAXY smartphones that have displays smaller than GS or GS II.

When the **Tracks tab** is pressed, the track list is displayed over the original display.

Similarly, when the **Information tab** is pressed, the artist info, is displayed.

The changes relate to **track listing** and **artist information** with the addition of these tabs.
GALAXY TAB – a better user experience

The GALAXY TABs allow for a better user experience for the Samsung Music Hub™ due to their larger display.

Operationally, it is the same as the application used for the GALAXY smartphones.

This section is devoted to the layout differences.
Navigating on GALAXY TABs

Samsung's Music Hub™ navigation menu is even easier on the GALAXY TABs.

On any screen in the Music Hub™ app you will find the navigation on the left.

- Pressing the Music Hub icon anywhere in the app will take you back to the home page.
- **Search:** Press here to search for your favourite music.
- **Playlists:** Press here to display your saved playlists.
- **Cart:** To be used for future purchasing capabilities.

**Quick Links:** These links get you to useful places in the app

- **Hottest:** Displays the Charts Tracks and Charts Albums.
- **Latest:** Displays the latest Albums to be released.
- **Popular Artists:** Displays Popular Artists.
- **Genre:** Displays the various Genres available.
- **Collections:** Displays the various collections that are available. These are themed playlists or playlists of artists.
Charts Albums & Charts Tracks are now combined into one screen and are accessible by pressing Hottest in the Quick Links menu.
More at your fingertips

The larger screen size of the tablet allows more information to be shown at any one time.
GALAXY TAB Playlists

The current loaded Playlist timeline is now in view all the time on the right of The Tab display.

The current track playing is shown here.

*Sync’d* Playlists have the *Green* icon displayed as in the smartphones.